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**Presentation 1:** "Diagnosing Piriformis Syndrome as a Cause of Sciatica. A Systematic Review of Diagnostic Criteria and their Suitability in General Practice," by Kevork Hopayian from the United Kingdom.

**Presentation 2:** "Suffering of battered women and follow up in general practice," by Jean Yves Chambonet from France.

**Presentation 3:** "Survey on pain therapy for cancer patients in General Practice," by Pio Pavone from Italy.

**Presentation 4:** "Home palliative care in general practice: myth or reality?" by Gwenola Levasseur from France.

**Presentation 5:** "Prescribing opioïds in chronic non-malignant pain in general practice" by G. Jacquier from France.

**Presentation 6:** "Fear and avoidance in low back pain," by Judith M. Sieben from The Netherlands.

**Presentation 7:** "Prevalence and pain control in general medicine," by Dominique Huas from France.

**Presentation 8:** "Undertreatment of chronic pain - the impact of underestimating pain on treatment in general practice," by Margit Kampmann from Germany.
**Presentation 9:** "Implementation of guidelines about evaluation and follow up of chronic pain in general practice," by Bernard Gay from France.

**Presentation 10:** "Impact of pain evaluation scales on the relief of outpatients suffering from chronic locomotor system pain," by Denis Pouchain from France.

**Presentation 11:** "The impact on general practitioners of end of life decision-making (research proposal)," by Ilinka Haverkate from The Netherlands.

**Presentation 12:** "A survey to discover what is a Balint Group" by Hilary Hearnshaw from the United Kingdom.

**Presentation 13:** "The Job-Related Burnout Questionnaire in Family Practice: A Multinational Pilot Study" by Jean Karl Soler from Malta.

**Presentation 14:** "Study of patients' expectations and outcomes of doctor-patient interaction," by Egle Zebiene from Lithuania.

**Presentation 15:** "PTSD symptoms are not specific to traumatic events: evidence from the open population," by Saskia Mol from The Netherlands.

**Presentation 16:** "A proposed methodology for investigating health inequalities within EGPRW," by Douglas M. Fleming from the United Kingdom.

**Presentation 17:** "Ha'emek" Medical Center prospective study of postpartum depression-sociodemographic and emotional characteristics and health care utilization.," by Sophia Eilat-Tsanani from Israel.

**Presentation 18:** "Proposed International Survey of Community-based Pulmonary Rehabilitation (PR)" by Rupert Jones from the United Kingdom.

**Presentation 19:** "PLACEBO clinical influence and importance in family doctors' practice," by Andris Lasmanis from Latvia.

**Presentation 20:** "Qualification for research in general practice," by Eva Hummers-Pradier from Germany.

Presentation 21: Not delivered

**Presentation 22:** "A Study of the quality of the first contraceptive consultation with the general practitioner? " by Lieve Peremans from Belgium.

**Presentation 23:** "Recognition of successful interventions in problem patients with Diabetes mellitus type 2," by Hanna Kadoszkiewicz from Germany.
**Presentation 24:** "A comprehensive prognostic cohort study on shoulder disorders, with randomised controlled interventions in subcohorts" by T. Kuijpers from The Netherlands.

**Presentation 25:** "Effectiveness of cognitive behavioural treatment of acute and sub-acute shoulder disorders by the general practitioner," by Camiel De Bruijn from the Netherlands.

**Presentation 26:** "Effectiveness of cognitive-behavioural treatment of chronic shoulder disorders by the physiotherapist in addition to the standard General Practitioner treatment," by Jacques Geraets from The Netherlands.

**Presentation 27:** "The effect of manipulation and mobilisation of the structures of the shoulder girdle as additional treatment for shoulder complaints. Design of a randomised controlled trial within a comprehensive cohort study," by Gert J.D. Bergman from The Netherlands.

**Presentation 28:** "Pain treatment with Benzidamine hydrochloride (Tantum Verde Solution) in cases of inflammatory throat and nasopharyngeal diseases in general practice," by Nevena G. Ivanova from Bulgaria.

**Presentation 29:** "The value of antibiotic prophylaxis and the risk of Borrelia burgdorferi transmission after tick bite," by Helmut A. Zappe from Germany.

**Presentation 30:** "Otalgia in general practice. Description of one year's experience after the start of the health care reform in Bulgaria," by Radost S. Asenova from Bulgaria.

**Presentation 31:** "Episodes of sickness certification in a defined population of Maltese employees. Statistical evidence of an association between injury on duty, anxiety and depression, low back pain and muscular sprains with manual work," by Jean Karl Soler from Malta.

Presentation 32: Not delivered.

**Presentation 33:** "Regional differences in topical analgesic prescriptions in Finland," by Pekka T. Mäntyselkä from Finland.

**Presentation 34:** "Quality of life of the patients with type 2 diabetes in general practice in France," by Alain Moreau from France.

**Presentation 35:** "Primary Diabetes Care: proposal for an ongoing benchmarking exercise on primary and diabetes care," by Leo Pas from Belgium.

**Presentation 36:** "The negotiation between women and health professionals in consultations related to health technologies at women's midlife: a sociological and clinical perspective," by Frances Griffiths from the United Kingdom.
Presentation 37: "How reliably do we elicit physical signs? The example of the throat examination," by Norbert Donner-Banzhoff from Germany.

Presentation 38: Not delivered
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